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Another week in Cyber Republic land means
another week of big news and fascinating
updates. The Elastos Foundation’s senior
members, Rong Chen, Feng Han, and Kevin
Zhang,have been very busy recently.Rong just
did an interview with SVP Crypto, as well as
answered questions from community
members in a separate Q&A medium article.
Feng Han and Kevin Zhang spoke with
representatives of the World Bank and how
they will collaborate through the Manhattan
Project. It was just announced that Elastos has
been invited to the 2019 Asia Pacific
Blockchain Financial Summit. More news
came out on the status of ELAmergedmining.
There are now four of the top 10 Bitcoin
miners merged mining ELA. BTC.com even
announced 100% of its hashpower is into ELA
merged mining. Elephant Wallet has a new
website and the Hyper.IM dApp just came out
for iOS.

In this weekly, there’s an interesting article on
where the concept of Decentralization came
fromandhow itmoved through history. There

are additional updates as always in the
supernodes list.

We also have an ambition-riddled interview
with the CR News and Social Media Team
Lead, Kenneth K, who is seeking to build far
more than anyonemay imaginewith the team.

Lastly, we’ll be sharing another “Moments
With KP,” a hit segment in one of our prior
Weekly Updates.Oh, and if you’re a developer,
KP will be running a new online Developer’s
workshop regularly.

Moving on to the news.

Rong has been very busy with the crypto and
CR community in the last week. He had an in-
person interview with SVK Crypto at Token
2049 in Hong Kong,China.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIQhDO-
uOiE&feature=youtu.be

Michael S Created this Infographic on the Growing
Hashpower of Elastos
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Thiswas a great overall discussion on the state
of the internet. Rong eloquently explained
how the current internet doesn’t have IDs and
are prone to DDoS attacks and data theft. He
goes on to discuss how this new Smart Web
needs to be a trading economy with fungible
assets. One particularly great line was, “Anti-
Piracy is the base of the Smart Economy”.

Elastos will solve this issue by ensuring that
only the owner of data can view and control
their data. The person with a DID attached to
the customized Virtual Machine will be the
only one that can view and trade that asset.
Rong also boldly states that no apps, services,
or IoT devices should have direct access the
Internet. It’s the Elastos Carrier that gives the
user entry through the Web, while shielding it
from its unsavory attributes. Rong ends with
an informative tidbit about digital ownership
and resistance to company shutdowns. He
poses this question: “If CryptoKitties website
gets shut down, can I still runmy Kitty?” This is
another great problem that Elastos and theCR
will solve in terms of ensuring that the user
with always have access and be able to run
their own digital assets, regardless of if a
centralized company goes under.

Rong made himself available for a community
Q&A:

https://news.elastos.org/rong-chen-answers-
community-questions-2/

In it, several topics are covered including an
idea for an autonomous credit card side chain:
“Imagine where a user deposits 100 ELA as
collateral to receive 100 dollars credit for
shoppingwhich only needs to be cleared once
per day (or hour), as opposed to after every
transaction. I could imagine that the credit-
card transaction software services would be
very similar to today’s high speed and fault
tolerant ones, except that they would not be
executed on a credit-card company’s website,
but rather on the decentralized Elastos
Carrier.”

While there are some concerns about
scalability and performance, he foresees
different technologies for different scenarios
to address these potential issues. He
mentioned that the CR is an ever-evolving
ecosystem where only the strong survive. He
hopes there will be more projects funded
through the CRC and believes that each will
make an impact on their respective markets.
Rong also stated that the EF staff will be
working on the infrastructure of the Smart
Web for the next year and a half in order to
properly execute its plans to incorporate
Digital Capsule, a SmartWeb equivalent of URL,
Personal Cloud Computer (PCC, SmartWeb
equivalent of website), and the Native Runtime
(native CPU instruction runtime, the ultimate
SmartWeb virtual machine for DApps).

To all prospective Supernodemembers, here’s
a word from Rong regarding who he will vote
for in the upcoming DPoS Elections: “My votes
will be cast in the direction of the nodes which
prioritize network locale distributions and the
diversity of software implementations, e.g.,
somehostedon Linux, somehostedonUbuntu
subsystem running on Windows, to improve
the robustness and efficiency of the Elastos
SmartWeb network.” Make sure to diversify
your SN setups in order to win over Rong’s
vote!

Next, Rong breaks down Elastos’ relationship
with TOP Network. TOP is a routing option for
the Smart Web which allows Elastos to secure
internet communications better.This is one of
many routing solutions Elastos (Titan,
Viewchain) has implemented in its new Smart
Web. Rong and KP then went over the topic of
coding on Elastos. Rong explained that
Component Assembly Runtime (CAR) is the
most used program in the Elastos code. He
goes on to explain its functionality and
suggests for developers to build on Trinity or
React Native platforms once they are fully
ready. KP then chimes in and recommends
people can code in any programming language
sinnce an API can be interacted with from any
of them: “This is how a developer is able to
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utilize various SDKs such as Java, Android, and
Swift SDK for Elastos Carrier while targeting all
platforms – PC and mobile.” KP also explains
that in order to work in Trinity browser you
must knowa Javascript based framework called
Ionic. Thanks to Rong and KP for addressing
questions from the community!

Feng Han and Kevin Zhang met with the World
Bank for a third time on April 8th. After the
meeting, Feng Han shared this with the
community: “At World Bank, Zhijun Zhang, lead
of security architecture announced his
colleagues will form a team with Manhattan
Project fund based on the Elastos Modern
Internet.” Kevin conducted a two hourmeeting
with theWorld Bank representatives going over
the current landscape of the internet and the
problems Elastos and CR solves. Feng Han also
recently spoke on the panel at the Chain Plus
Blockchain event. He talked about how the
modern internet will influence future payment
systems. He also spent time with NEO’s Da
Hongfei and Huobi’s NorthAmerican CEO.

As exciting as these developments may be,
please keep inmind these clear reminders:

“Hope to clarify, the World Bank team’s
intention is to study the trusted computing
technology components, and should not be
interpreted as an endorsement of a particular
project or Elastos.”

-Sunny Feng Han

“As many in our community know, Feng Han is a
co-founder of the Foundation and a current
board member. However, Feng has also created
a project called The Manhattan Fund, whose
mission is to grow the success of the Elastos
ecosystem. This fund is not funded by The
Elastos Foundation nor does it speak on behalf
of the Foundation.Thework Feng does with this
fund is independent and communication
regarding the progress of the fund will not
come from official Elastos channels.
Independent social media channels of current
or past members of the Elastos Foundation are

privately managed by the holders, and as such
any posts from said channels are not official
statements representative of the Elastos
Foundation.”

-Elastos Foundation statement.

Elastos has also just attended the 2019 Asia
Pacific Blockchain Financial Summit on April
11th and 12th. This event was in Singapore and
attended by more than 100 companies in the
blockchain finance industry including 150 head
offices, including JP Morgan Chase and GIC.
Feng Han participated in a round table
discussion about blockchain with several
important participants.The conferencemainly
focused on what the layout looks of traditional
financial institutions and how blockchain can
be adapted to it. We look forward to getting
more details soon.

Merged mining has been in the news as of late
for the Cyber Republic community. BTC.com
just announced that 100% of it’s hashrate is
going into ELA Merged Mining. The Elastos
network now boasts 31.25% of the Bitcoin
networks hashpower that’s led by three of the
top ten Bitcoinmining pools in the world.

We’ve a few quick updates about the CR
ecosystem. The Elephant wallet has come out
with their new website. Check it out:
https://elephantwallet.app. Hyper.IM has also
comeoutwith their iOS release,and you can go
to the iOS store to download it. Blockchain
project “mainframe” just posted a video that
was modeled nearly-identically to one Elastos
posted last year. While this is disappointing in
the sense of stealing content, the ecosystem
sees imitation as the best form of flattery.

In Elastos’ latest weekly update, there are
technical progress reports on several Elastos
features such as Trinity Browser, Hive, Carrier,
and others.This update also includes trips Feng
Han made to UPenn and the Penn Blockchain
conference. Future events were shared as well.
KP and Elastos will host its first livestream
Developer Workshop, “Running Elastos Private
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-By JeremyG.

Net.” Join our DevStudio Lead, KP, on April 18th,
9:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) – come
prepared to follow along, ask questions and
engage.”

Come check its live stream here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvS1cEKR-mU

and github:

https://github.com/cyber-republic/developer-
workshop/tree/master/2019-04-18

Rong Chen was invited to UNESCO (United
Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization) to be on a panel discussing
Blockchain’s Practices and Perspectives.Formore
information check out the webpage:

https://en.unesco.org/blockchain-practices-and-
perspectives

Finally, the DX Team got a shout out and Elastos
Director of the Ecosystem, Song Sijun, wrote an
enlightening pieceon systemdynamics in regards
to Blockchain and Elastos.
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"If I Have Seen Further, it is by Standing on the
Shoulders of Giants”

-Isaac Newton

By JeremyG

Isaac Newton couldn’t have said truer words. It is the past experiences that help direct future
decisions. There are brilliant minds in all fields, and when it comes to the Cyber Republic, the
motto is freedom,working together towards a new smart and secure web.

There are no borders in this ecosystem; anyone can join and contribute with developer or non-
developer talents. Getting to this point of being a collaborative CR community with all the
interesting personalities it boasts, is based on historically significant events that have directly
instilled the idea of decentralization into today and into the future. If we take the journey back
hundreds of years, we can see how the idea of decentralization formed and the direction it’s
taken.Learning about these eventswill give a clearer picture of the direction theCR should take
regarding governance and ideals.

All revolutions start with ideas. One man's ideas and passion for Liberty started the
conversation of true decentralization.Thatman's name isAlexisDeTocqueville.Tocquevillewas
a renowned French Diplomat, historian, and writer of two books that changed the way of
common thinking: "Democracy inAmerica" and "TheOld Regime and Revolution".

Tocqueville traveled to America with a colleague in the 1820's to profile its penal system and
how it operated. The goal was to write a book on America's prison system in efforts to reform
the French penal system. The book, "On the Penitentiary System in the United States and its
Application in France, (1833)", was massively successful, leading to the implementation of fair
practices in France’s prison systems.

Tocqueville then focused on liberty, becoming infatuated with America and the Democracy it
represented.He blamed France's political problemswith its centralized government.His words
to a friend on ideal decentralization are eerily echoed in today's world by libertarians and
crypto enthusiasts:“Picture to yourself,” hewrote,“a society which comprises all the nations of
the world — English, French, German: people differing from one another in language, in beliefs,
in opinions; in a word a society possessing no roots, nomemories, no prejudices, no routine, no
common ideas, no national character, yet with a happiness a hundred times greater than our
own…How are they welded into one people? By community of interests. That is the secret!”"
These ideals led him to travel to England in order to study its society. He summarized that
England was the land of Decentralization. While it had a centralized government, it wasn't a
centralized administration. He noted, "Each county, each borough, each district looks after its
own interests. Industry is left to itself…It is not in the nature of things that a central government
should be able to supervise all thewants of a great nation.Decentralization is the chief cause of
England’s material progress.” His book, "Democracy in America", shared these decentralized
ideals to theworld and has be known as one of themost revolutionary publications on the topic
of all time.

In the 1850's, Tocqueville wrote the book, "The Old Regime and Revolution". This piece
transcribed the pitfalls of centralized government and how the French Revolution tried to
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change that.He stated that theobjectiveof the FrenchRevolutionwas tochangeboth the ancient
formof government and the ancient state of society. It’s society and government had turned into
a large, central power that absorbed secondary powers, i.e. orders, classes, professions, etc.
Unfortunately, at the time,Tocqueville’s work fell out of style, and in the late 1800’s France turned
into the fascist, communistic society--the government that he feared themost.

Decentralization began to hit the mainstream again in the mid 1900’s. Respectable authors and
experienced professionals started writing about the topic, and proof emerged that
decentralization had benefits in correct use-cases. Former Rhodes scholar and businessman, E.F.
Schumacher, feared the emphasis on quantitative growth rather than a worker’s experience and
how productive they were. Ernest Bader, an owner of a family owned Plastics company, came up
with a revolutionary idea at the time.He vested ownership of the company to his newly created a
JohnBaderCommonwealth.Theworkers of the companywould helpwrite a constitution setting
up basic rules. A semi-decentralized workflow brewed in the John Bader company.While others
deemed this practice unwise or foolish, the company reaped the benefits of its strength during
tough times,while increasing profits with consistent large bonuses being distributed along with
donations.This style of governance helped the business grow and achieve sustainable success.

In 1957, Leopald Kohr wrote a book about of absolute centralized power called, “The Breakdown
of Nations”. The major theme of the book was to explain how absolute power is a nuisance to
government and society and something to avoid. A few intriguing quotes explain it all, “Power
tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely”, LordActon famously observed,while
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn echoed this sentiment writing: “Unlimited power in the hands of limited
people always leads to cruelty.”

Kohr describes how decentralization leaves less and somewhat equal power distributed
amongst other social classes and groups.This leads to better competition,Kohr claims, and best
to counteract tyranny in society. He believes that creating a multiple of social systems would
minimize group conflicts. No one has too much power and responsibilities and industries are
balanced throughout society.

In 1982 futurist John Naisbitt came out with the book, “Modern Trends” with the 5th being about
taking society from a centralized to decentralized way of life. This book sold over 14 million
copies and on the New York Times Best Seller list for two years. Discussions were being had
around the dinner table on how we view the structure of our society and what the possibilities
were.

Code and scripts then also started becoming decentralized. Open source platforms such as
Napster and LimeWire in the 1990’s popped up as music and file sharing hubs. This open-source
frameworkbecome the trendamongst developers globally. In 2009,Bitcoinwas famously created
by “Satoshi Nakamoto”. This was the first digital currency, using a Proof of Work consensus
mechanismdonebyminers in order to secure transactions for users of theBitcoinNetwork.This
systemwas not run by governments, but by code. It’s become the defacto cryptocurrency in the
land and is known as a true, decentralized global digital payment system in the world.

Through the past 200 years there have been people and products that have made big strides
towards decentralization.Where does the Cyber Republic fit in this historical timeline? Howwill
theCR learn fromthe lessons in its past inorder to achieve full decentralization in its ecosystem?
A good way to answer these questions is to look at what the CR’s future is and how it will shape
the world.
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It was Tocqueville in the mid 1800’s that preached a society with people from all cultures
motivated fromeach other’s common interests as the ultimate formof a decentralized culture.
Here in 2019, the Cyber Republic is made up of people frommany countries and continents in
pursuit of a new smartweb that promotes decentralization and freedom to earn compensation
for hard work and meaningful content. This is a trait that would make the French politician
proud about the CR.

E.F. Schumacherwrote a book called, "Small is Beautiful", based on his time leading and planning
the British Coal Industry and basing his works on the Scott Bader Commonwealth philosophy.
E.F. Schumaker made a tough decision to liquidate his company into a Commonwealth and had
his workers construct a Constitution regarding the rules of the practices. The Cyber Republic
has a constitution explaining its goals and current construct. It’s architecture of being a dual-
consensus mechanism of AuxPow and DPoS gives it its ultimate decentralized traits. As
elections of the 96 Participant DPoS nodes begins, DPoS will be complete with 108 total nodes,
including the12CRNodes.Theconstitution acts as Schumaker’sCommonwealth that is in place
for the betterment of the ecosystem. Bitcoin has becomeoneof themost powerful and secure
networks on the Planet. Elastos ismergemining on the Bitcoin Network gives it another formof
protection.TheCR can exhale in relief, knowing that the protection of the network is taken care
of by the DPoS Supernodes and the Bitcoinminers, both.

The Cyber Republic and Elastos have the proper infrastructure in place in order to build a fully
functional decentralized and fully autonomous ecosystem. There will be 12 democratically
electedCouncil members whowill take part inmaking decisions onwhich projects get funded,
taking into account what direction the community wants to take. There will be no fear of
Absolute Power, as Leopold Kohr feared in the 1950’s. It’s inherent decentralized Consensus
ensures the step-by-step process needed to be done by multiple parties in order to let a
transaction go through the network.

Projects like DMA, ioeX,Viewchain, Hyper Connect, and others are looking to pave the way to a
decentralized society and marketplace as John Naisbitt foreshadowed it in his best seller. The
Cyber Republic is the next leader of the decentralized space. For it is on the shoulders of giants
that we will continue to help us CR community members form the most ideal, unified, and
protected decentralized society.
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Moments with KP #2
By Kenneth K

Our last “Moments with KP” was met with overwhelming
positivity, so we’ve decided to do another one. In this edition,
KP not only educates in one-on-one interactions, in telegram
chats and across various forums, but when a Skycoin
supporter chose to compare the two projects, he is quick to
educate about themisinformation in the Skycoin supporter’s
article.

Let’s start with that, shall we?

This article was written on medium, and then posted to
twitter:

https://medium.com/skyfleet-captains-log/skycoin-vs-
elastos-20fe8aa6a1a0

KP wrote a series of responses (now mysteriously deleted).
However, we managed to grab some screenshots before it
was deleted and the information altered. The biggest claims
that the articlemakes (even after beingmodified) are:

“The risk to Elastos is that governments and ISPs can block or
monitor any traffic that relies on centralized infrastructure.
This infrastructure can also be shut down by invading forces
or natural disasters.”

And,

“Elastos isolates itself from the web. If an Elastos developer
creates, for example, a web browser, then that browser can
only reach content that exists within the Elastos Runtime
Environment—it would not be able to visit Facebook or
Twitter. Likewise, someone searching on Google will never
find Elastos content, because Google can’t see it.

“There are certainly security benefits to building this type of
closed sandbox. But the very thing that keeps Elastos content
safe also hinders adoption. The World Wide Web is not going
away,andeven if Elastosdevelopers create their ownversions
of Google and Facebook, it will be hard to persuade users to
switch over to these closed platforms when they can’t
interact with their friends and favorite websites on ‘the
outside.’”

These claims are incorrect, as KP explains in the images:
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We at the CR encourage all
comments and discussions,
critical or not as long as it’s not
purposefully misleading or
inappropriate, and though this
is not an official Skycoin
representative, we hope that
this serves as an example of
what NOT to do as a
community--which is to write
something unsubstantiated
that attacks another
blockchain community, defend
it even after it’s beendisproven,
and filter the presentation to
benefit personal agendas.

Even when dealing with our
very own CR Social Media
Team, KP is bound to make
corrections so that no
misinformation is shared:
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Our CR Social MediaTeam posted this:

“How many more times will Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, and Bitcoin SV fork? How about Elastos?
Never!” -https://twitter.com/Cyber__Republic/status/1115011417806114816

KP:

“Maybe forking isn’t a good term, but rather “finality” is what Elastos focuses on. So even if you
need a hard fork for any major infrastructural upgrades in the future, the finality ensures that all
miners and DPoS supernodes follow the upgrades or else their blocks will become invalid. It’s
very very difficult to create two competing forks as you would need to amass more than 51% of
PoW and over 2/3rds DPoS Supernodes for collusion (which is very difficult as 12 of them are
honest at all times and are controlled by theCRCouncil). So in this way, the probability of forking
is so tiny, it’s almost zero, but it is still technically possible.”

And when Amos gets the community going, helping our community heads get too big about
mining difficulting increasing 18x sinceApril 1st:

https://twitter.com/ChillZoneInt/status/1116026356645679105

KP has to remind us just as we’re dreaming of integrating merged mining with BCH and other
SHA256 PoW algorithms that:

“Difficulty for elastoswill alwaysbe lower thanbitcoin though since it’sminedevery 2min instead
of every 10 like BTC is.”

Always the realist, KP.

To be clear, no community member is spared KP’s educational wrath. Even I, author of this very
article, is often put inmy place:

KenNinja: “Maybe we can mention something along the lines of how DID could prevent
scammers like the ones in ourTwitter.”

Dave:“That’s a great idea for a post”

KPWoods: “That would be untrue. It’s the feature of Carrier that prevents scammers, not DID.
Because you can talk to other people only if you’re friends with themon carrier.”

KenNinja: “Gah. I should just stop pretending to know anything.”

Unlike how I’mmaking him sound,KP actually does spend quite a bit of time answering questions,
rather than going out of his way to correct innocent individuals likeme.

Whenasked:“What happened to the35% (DPoS)of 1,320 000ELA,whichwas sent to the foundation
since themainchain was live?”

KP answers:

“That’s themoney that’s being used to fund projects in theCR interimperiod. For instance,React
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Native project, Hyperconnect, CR website, CR costs, CR News and Social Media team, etc. After
August 2019, the 16.3million ELA dedicated to the CRwill start being used.”

The point we’remaking about KP is that he goes out of his way to educate the community, and it’s
often a time consuming process. This is why we feel the need to aggregate this amazing content
and share his answers to everyone.

Here are some questions that came up after a CR Community member read the last spotlight
series:

https://news.elastos.org/spotlight-series-3-elastos-hybrid-consensus-and-finality-of-blocks/

“We briefly mentioned there are 12 CRC supernodes at all times and that they always act
honestly.” How do you know they will always act honestly?

“Because the Ethereum sidechain is also DPoS, it can supportmuch higherTPS (Transactions Per
Second) than the public Ethereum blockchain.” - Sacrificing (one of the layers of) security for
convenience (i.e. scalability)? Itmeans that this ETH is dependent completely onDPOSunlike real
ETH, so doesn't it make it a different token and not the same market value? Or is it that it is not
supposed to be pretended to be real ETH but is rather a way to add ETH smart contractmethods
onto an ELA side chain? If it was considered real ETH, it would be inflating the number of Ether
wouldn’t it? So this must not be what is going on. I saw it was called SETH in the explanation. Is
there somewhere to read about how sidechain coins compared to their original counterparts?

KP answers these thoughtful questions in detail:

“The 12 CRC supernodes are controlled by the secretariat team of the Cyber Republic, and each
CRC supernode is controlled by the private key of each of the 12 council members. So, while
there is a possibility that some of the council members could collude, if this is detected in any
way, they not only lose their 5000 ELA that they have to stake, but in addition, they likely will be
impeached by the community and they'll lose their reputation since they're the decisionmakers
of the Cyber Republic. So, yeah, it's possible but highly unlikely the 12 CRC supernodes will try to
do something nefarious because they have a lotmore to lose than the regular supernodes.

The Ethereum sidechain has DPoS consensus on the Elastos ecosystem and the DPoS nodes that
are used in Ethereum sidechain are the same DPoS nodes that are also used in the main chain
(AuxPoW+DPoS) consensus.You need over 2/3 signatures to confirm a block and that's at least 25
signatures out of 36 active supernodes. So, this goes back to #1. The 12 supernodes are CRC
supernodes, it's very hard to collude with more than 2/3 of the supernodes so it's not really
sacrificing security while also improving the scalability of it.”

The communitymember continues with additional questions:

I understand that a supernode that disgraced itself would surely end up being effectively
'impeached' and never voted in again. If the CR Council member has to be publicly known,which
may not be necessary for supernodes - then I agree that theCRCouncilMember hasmore to lose
because their public reputation is on the line.

However,whydoes theCRCouncilMember have to stakeonly 5000 ELA, the sameas a supernode,
when they get voting power over proposals? TheCRC hasmore power than a supernode, yet the
same staking requirements.
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Next, the ETH sidechain inherits neither Bitcoin’s PoW security or its low scalability.

so there’s still a little bit I don’t understand, SETH are they supposed to be 1:1 value with ETH?

KP:

“The supernodes that are nefarious get a ban of 7 days, but they still retain their votes so after 7
days, they can rejoin. But since the 12 CRC supernodes are controlled by the private key of the
council members, once that council member is impeached, they can never be a council member
again which effectively means they can never participate as one of the council members.The 12
CRC supernodes are never voted in via DPOS election process but are rather always controlled
by the private keys of the current 12 council members.

The CR Council Member has to stake 5000 ELA same as the other supernodes because that's the
amount of ELA needed to stake to register to be a supernode. The council members do have
voting power over proposals, but they don't necessarily have the only power.The community can
also reject any of the proposals provided the requirements aremet.

ETH sidechain does NOT inherit the bitcoins PoW security as it's only DPoS consensus, so it
inherits theDPoS security of the Elastos hybrid consensus.However, remember that if youwant a
more secure sidechain, you can use NEO sidechain which is PoW andmergedminedwith BTC.Or,
you can submit a proposal on CR to create a second ETH sidechain with PoW consensus. The
framework right now is a starting point. It'll continue to evolve over time as the new needs are
gathered and on a need-basis.

Do not compare Ethereum sidechain of Elastos with the public Ethereum blockchain because
they are two completely separate blockchains and have no relation to one another other than the
fact that they can both run smart contracts based on solidity, vyper, etc.The ethereum sidechain
is exclusively tied to the Elastos main chain because you first have to transfer some ELA from
main chain to Ethereum sidechain in order to create transactions on Ethereum sidechain so all
the sidechains are tied tomain chain in some respect.

In this way, the currency that's used on Ethereum sidechain is ETH ELA and can only be used on
Ethereumsidechain.Whenyouwant to transfer this to someoneelse, it basically transfers tomain
chain and then to another address that way. As you can see, the currency that's used in all the
sidechains are still securedbybitcoin hashpoweronewayor another. It's just that youmaybeable
to spend these ETH ELA on ethereum sidechain at a faster rate than onmain chain.

Once you understand the above, I think it'll makemore sense to youwhy thismethodwas chosen
on Elastos.And it really doesn't matter what consensus is chosen for Elastos sidechains because
they function independently of themain chain, but the token that's used on these sidechains are
still secured by the Bitcoin merged miners and their enormous hashpower any time they wanna
move these ELA somewhere else.”

The communitymember has yet another question:

Is all currency on the ETH sidechain ELA that has beenmoved there? I realize it’s not, and only just
to connect them,but I still have some bits missing frommy understanding of sidechains. But this
here seems to contradict what you said about the CRC:
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"The 12 CRC supernodes, which are controlled by private keys held by the 12 Cyber Republic
council members, will always act honestly and will never accept any malicious blocks, as it is in
their best interest to do so. After all, each council member must deposit 5,000 ELA to be
considered for the Cyber Republic election and each can be voted out by the community at any
time.”

There’s a second election for council members? Where is the info about this?

KP:

“That's correct.You cannot generate ETH ELA out of thin air nor can you generate any tokens on
any other sidechains.They all have to first be transferred frommain chain to these sidechains.

However, since we know Ethereum can issue ERC20 and ERC721 tokens, you can then spend
these ETH ELA to issue your own ERC20 or ERC721 tokens that are not tied to ELA in any way
because they're exclusive on Ethereum sidechain.

As for elections, they are held every year.You can read the constitution of CR onCRwebsite,but
that constitution is subject to change as the community refines it.”

A different communitymember asks:

If I start collecting digital assets for projects build on Elastos using ELA ETH sidechain, or the
(ERC721 standard) howwill these digital collectables appear inmy ELAwallet? I’m curious about
the ERC721 standard vs the ELA DID standard for creating digital collectibles.Will ELA use both
or turn everything into ELA DID?

KP:

“Those are some good questions and there are no clear answers at the moment because the
conceptof digital assets is still in development.Right now,the foundation for digital assets is just
going live.The digital assets will come to fruition once the base is solid and built in the next year.
One of the future spotlight series will also be about digital capsule, so I don’t want to answer
these specific questions about it as thingsmight change between now and then.

With that said, don’t think of DID doing everything. DID is used for a very specific purpose - for
KYC, identity,and authentication.Digital assets sidechain is a different thing thatwill take careof
how digital assets likemovies and apps aremanaged and tracked.Then there is Elastos Hive that
is used for the actual storage. Then there is Titan and Carrier that is used for the actual relay of
digital content. It’s when you combine all these together that you make a complete digital
capsule. It doesn’t involve just one sidechain butmultiple sidechains doingmultiple things each
built for specific purposes.”

KP also discusses how supernodes are treated for inactivity.

“There are two kinds of inactivity:

You are anon-duty arbitrator and youdon’t submit a blockproposal for 48hours. For this,you are
penalized 500 ELA and receive a 7 day ban.

You are a regular arbitrator and there are only 24 signatures and you don’t sign a block so it’s not
a 2/3rds vote.
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In the first case, the Blockchain won’t halt because if one on-duty arbitrator is not submitting a
proposal, another oneon the listwill submit as describedby the spotlight series. In the secondcase,
theblockchainwill halt because theblockhasn’t received2/3 votes for up to anhour. If this happens,
these inactive arbitrators get 100 ELA removed and they become inactive after that.”

On becoming a CRCouncil member:

“To run for an election as one of the Cyber Republic council members, you need 5000 ELA to stake.
Once your term is over, you get your 5000 ELA back, of course.This is just a required deposit.”

KP’s answered several question on scaling forme, as well:

“DApps will not need to interact with themain blockchain often, and will only be interacting with it
when they need to execute some smart contracts which can happen only periodically.All off-chain
communication is handled by Elastos Carrier, Elastos Hive, etc, so the dapps are not running on-
chain 100% of the time but rather they are run onmobile devices and utilizing other devices likeTV
boxes, personal cloud storage, other nodes, etc, for actual communication.

The Ethereum sidechain is DPoS consensus and the block time is 5 seconds each, so it’s already
super fast and should handle a lot of load even if hundreds of smart contracts are deployed to one
single Ethereumsidechain.However,a second Ethereumsidechain can be spawned if there’s a need
for it in which case there would be one dapp talking to one Ethereum sidechain while another dapp
would be talking to another Ethereum sidechain. This works the same way for NEO sidechains too
and token sidechains as well.

Let’s assume that there are some dapps that are very heavy and do require their own Ethereum
sidechain. Let’s also assume that there are around 10 dapps that need their own Ethereum
sidechain. This is just an assumption, of course, but in order to require your own dedicated
sidechain, your app will need to have an insane traffic because if not, a single Ethereum sidechain
canhandle lots and lots of dapps already.But, for arbitrators needing to run all these sidechains,one
thing to keep in mind is that an arbitrator is just a process. Through the configuration of your
arbitrator process, you are basically running one node of each sidechain, one main chain node. So,
even if there are 20 sidechains in the future, they don’t all need to be running on the samemachine.
They can, but they don’t need to.

So, in this way, a single supernode may consists of multiple containers, machines, etc that run
different nodes fordifferent sidechains.This is a horizontal solution that Elastosemploys and I think
even if there comes a timewhen theremight be 20 sidechains in the future, it shouldn’t be an issue.

Again, this is all assuming that there will even be 20 sidechains running.There may never be a need
to.Wewill have to wait and see how Elastos’ solution fares when real dapps start getting deployed.”

Once again, we appreciate all the time KP spends to answer community questions, no matter how
small or time consuming theymay be.
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CRTerminology
By Kenneth K.

As there aremany terms to such a large project like Elastos and the Cyber Republic,we’ve
decided to build a growing glossary of terms that can help the less technically acquainted

understand better what the techmeans and the impact it could have. This week we’re focusing
onDDoS attacks. Where usually we try to keep things brief, this week we have an extensive
description of DDoS attacks frommultiple sources because of just how dang interesting it is.

Spoiler alert: Spoiler alert: Elastos solvesmost DDoS attacks.

Term:DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service)Attack

“Distributed denial-of-service attacks target websites and online services.The aim is to
overwhelm themwithmore traffic than the server or network can accommodate.The goal is to

render the website or service inoperable.

“The traffic can consist of incomingmessages, requests for connections, or fake packets. In
some cases, the targeted victims are threatenedwith a DDoS attack or attacked at a low level.
Thismay be combinedwith an extortion threat of amore devastating attack unless the company
pays a cryptocurrency ransom. In 2015 and 2016, a criminal group called theArmada Collective

repeatedly extorted banks,web host providers, and others in this way.”

Source: https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-emerging-threats-what-is-a-ddos-attack-
30sectech-by-norton.html

“A DDoS attack requires an attacker to gain control of a network of onlinemachines in order to
carry out an attack. [An example is when] Computers and othermachines (such as IoT devices)
are infected withmalware, turning each one into a bot (or zombie).The attacker then has remote

control over the group of bots,which is called a botnet.

“Once a botnet has been established, the attacker is able to direct themachines by sending
updated instructions to each bot via amethod of remote control.When the IP address of a victim
is targeted by the botnet, each bot will respond by sending requests to the target, potentially
causing the targeted server or network to overflow capacity, resulting in a denial-of-service to
normal traffic. Because each bot is a legitimate Internet device, separating the attack traffic

from normal traffic can be difficult.”

Source: https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/ddos/what-is-a-ddos-attack/

There are several types of DDoS attacks: layer 7 DDoS attack,HTTP Flood, Protocol attacks, SYN
flood,Volumetric attacks,DNSAmplification, several with fun names such as Smurfs,Teardrops,

Pings of Death, andmore.

There are a fewwell knownDDoS attacks in particular.
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The 2016 Dyn (amajor domain name systems provider (DNS)) attack was accomplished through
Mirai malware. Major websites includingAirBNB,CNN,Netflix, PayPal, Spotify,Visa,Amazon, the

NYTs, Reddit, and Githubwere all taken down. The Dyn attack was done by creating a botnet of IoT
devices, including cameras, smart televisions, printers, and babymonitors.

“TheMirai botnet of Internet of Things devicesmay be evenmore dangerous than it first
appeared.That’s becauseMirai was the first open-source code botnet.Thatmeans the code used
to create the botnet is available to cybercriminals who canmutate it and evolve it for use in future

DDoS attacks.”

“In 2000,Michael Calce, a 15-year-old boy who used the online name“Mafiaboy,” launched one of
the first recorded DDoS attacks.Calce hacked into the computer networks of a number of

universities.He used their servers to operate a DDoS attack that crashed several major websites,
including CNN, E-Trade, eBay, andYahoo.Calce was convicted of his crimes in theMontreal Youth
Court.As an adult, he became a “white-hat hacker” identifying vulnerabilities in the computer

systems ofmajor companies.”

Sometimes, it seems like a science fiction story:

“Cybercriminals have developed a businessmodel that works this way:More sophisticated
cybercriminals create botnets and sell or lease them to less sophisticated cybercriminals on the
dark web— that part of the Internet where criminals can buy and sell goods such as botnets and

stolen credit card numbers anonymously.

“The dark web is usually accessed through theTor browser,which provides an anonymous way to
search the Internet. Botnets are leased on the dark web for as little as a couple of hundred dollars.

Various dark web sites sell a wide range of illegal goods, services, and stolen data.

In someways, these dark web sites operate like conventional online retailers.Theymay provide
customer guarantees, discounts, and user ratings.”

“DDoS attacks are sometimes done to divert the attention of the target organization.While the
target organization focuses on the DDoS attack, the cybercriminal may pursue a primary

motivation such as installingmalicious software or stealing data.

“DDoS attacks have been used as a weapon of choice of hacktivists, profit-motivated
cybercriminals, nation states and even — particularly in the early years of DDoS attacks —

computer whizzes seeking tomake a grand gesture.”

“Take a look at the http://www.digitalattackmap.com/. It enables you to see on a global mapwhere
DDoS attacks are occurring with information updated hourly.”

Source: https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-emerging-threats-what-is-a-ddos-attack-
30sectech-by-norton.html
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Layman’s definition:
ADDoS attack is basically like getting a phone call, and then the doorbell rings, and the tea kettle
goes off, and then the doorbell rings again while the dog goes nuts and you smell burning pizza
that was in the oven and your dog is ripping up your couch as he’s barking at themailmanwaiting
for your signature when your facebookmessenger starts pinging you insistently and you just

don’t knowwhat to do first, except that it can’t be random that it’s all happening at the same time,
can it? When you finally figure out what to do, going to the door, no one is there, and the kettle

isn’t even on the stove and you don’t have a dog at all...are you going crazy?

But no, the pizza in the oven is definitely burning now. Damn it, there goes your lunch.

DDoS attacks are covered in almost every tutorial or discussion about Elastos, but suffice to say
that Elastos prevents anyone from getting to your doorbell (or anything else) unless they are

verified as real, safe, and someone youwant to hear from.
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Interview: Kenneth K.
ByYY

Could you introduce yourself and your background?What do you for a living?

I have a pretty diverse background. Most relevant to the CR, I’m a professional writer and
photographer/videographer. I have several other professions such as being a doctor, and I am
a touringmovement instructor in dance,with a history of acrobatics, parkour, andmartial arts.
I’ve won awards, recognition, or competitions in all my professions.

I suppose that at this point, being the team lead of the News and Social Media team is yet
another career I’ve undertaken--though no awards thus far.

How did you learn about Elastos and how did you get connected to the Elastos team? What
made you so eager to join Cyber Republic ecosystem?

I’ve been involved in blockchain since 2016, and I’ve been a long-time fan of NEO/antshares.
Elastos was announced as being connected with NEO, so of course I had to research it. Like
NEO, the scope of Elastos was large and intricate, but since I was already a fan of blockchain
paired with IoT, digital assets, platform projects, I found Elastos to be irresistible.

Anyway, I have a hard time standing by and watching something I am passionate about develop
without my involvement. I’ve always been on the cutting edge, and the Cyber Republic was
actually an idea I already had developed in a novel I wrote--the idea of a decentralized
governmentwas built into the entire book. WhenRong announced theCyber Republic, I totally
felt like he “stole”my idea.

You are the team leader for CR News and Social Media team. Could you tell us a little more
about your team structure and itsmembers and how it's grown?

I stepped into the role when KP made a demo weekly update, and asked for help from the
community. I said I could help,“But I need a team because I don’t have time for it,myself.”

In short time we recruited more writers and researchers and community leaders onto our
team,but the amount of work continued to grow.

I’m aggressive in everything I pursue, so I suppose it’s no surprise that my vision grew faster
than our team (or funding) did. But I can’t help doing everything to the best of my ability,
regardless of time or pay, and I should’ve known that about myself before I started. But even
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with high quality content, we quickly realized that content needs exposure, and so we created a
Social Media subdivision to spread the word.

At this point, I’m basically doing CR News and Social Media work full time, and we have another 3-4
people working just as much as I am. In just a few months we’ve expanded to a team of arguably
twenty people.

I’m incredibly proud of what we’ve accomplished so far.

CR weekly report has been issued weekly without disruption for the past few months since
December of last year.That’s an amazing progress even though the team is new and CR is still in
its alpha version. What changes do you foresee in roles and values of this team will bring to the
community with the official launch of CR inAugust later this year?

I want to do more. With my background, I know the value of presentation, of education, and of
aggressive presence in any industry. The world is for the taking, and there are only a few people
with the drive to actually take it.

The CR is no different. With a strong community, we can create whatever we dream of. For my
team’s future? I want amarketing team, not just a social media team, and I also want amedia team
because I have a professional background in media and I know it’s value--I know the direct
consumer association of quality images with quality product.

I want a team of artists and ambassadors. I want a team of educators and content creators. I want
a web presence that deserves the name of “news” in which we become a crypto resource for all
crypto enthusiasts, as well as themainstream.

There should be nodoubt that I alsowant a sustainablemodel of income for this teamso thatwhile
the team drives up the value of Elastos in the public’s eye, we also have a sustainable model of
business in the “real-world”. We have thoughts on ad revenue, store integration, paid features,
sponsorships, and even getting a press team supernode to generate funding for our team.

I could go on and on, from devote designers and graphic artists, analytics and data accumulators,
to podcasters,motion animators, even comic artists, but essentially I believe that our team could
be unstoppable in the era of the new internet, and I want to take our team to the very forefront of
public influence.

When the full CR launches inAugust,wewill be there,andwehope that the community can seehow
much valuewe’ve already contributed so thatwe can create everyCRmember’s wildest dreamsof
Elastos awareness, adoption, and impact.

What are your biggest challenges?

Time, andmanpower. The vision I have.To accomplish these visions, I need help; I need individuals
with skills. But for me to acquire those skills, I need to pay them, and thus, I need funding. It’s a
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never-ending struggle of proving what we are capable of, and then seeking the funding to
continue offering the impactful products we’ve already been offering.

That being said, I believe that when people are in need, there is efficiency, and when there is
“plenty”,people arewasteful. It is because of this belief that I want to always be in need ofmore.
I want to needmore time,more funding,moremanpower because when anyone has toomuch,
it means that the person simply doesn’t have a vision of where to go next or what they can
already do.

There is no limit to growth, so my biggest challenge is the ever-present question of, “How do I
make dreams come true without enough of __x__, and how do I get more of __x__?” And
momentum is important. If you aren’t moving forward, you’re moving backwards, and the
momentum you’ve generated in the past will make the future progress thatmuch faster.

Eventually, I believe the challenge will expand into something not so much about doing more
things, or gaining more attention, but how to do things ethically. I have no doubt our influence
will grow, and with that, the responsibility we carry will grow as well.

You are very active in the CR forum - creating important topics that are worth engaging in,
such as proposing ReactNative team funding, seeking candidates profile forDPoSelection,as
well as researching other crypto projects that are potentially becoming a sidechain of Elastos
blockchain. What are you trying to achieve with these initiatives and how they are going to
impact the community in a positive way?

I honestly wouldn’t considermyself very active in the forums and chat groups. This is because I
spend my time organizing, delegating, and planning. The goal of my forum and chat
engagements are usually focused--just planting a seed that I hope will grow. I try to offer ideas
and the initial push for things that other people can step up and accomplish, but with my level
of commitment to other areas of life, and to the CR News and Social Media team, there’s little
time left to simple engage frequently. Less ismore, and impact is not dependent on quantity.

In your opinion, if you were to rate using a scale of 1 to 10 (where 1=low and 10 = high) to
describe the level of satisfaction of your current team performance, what would it be and
why? Any further major changes / improvements / achievements that you would like to see
from your team in the next 12months?

I am extremely pleasedwithmy team. I couldn’t have asked for amore committed group. 9 out
of 10 because there’s always a higher level possible.

I only regret that I can’t pay the teammembers everything they are worth, and I can’t bring on
other eager members with our limited resources yet. But I believe that with more
accomplishment, more “proof of work” you might say, we will gain community attention and
support. We are the eyes of the Cyber Republic right now, but we want to become its voice,
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speaking to the rest of the world. We will be the most powerful voice we can be, capable of
changing the very direction of the new internet.

In twelve months I imagine us becoming an industry resource with a similar type of effect as
coinmarketcap. Right now, coinmarketcap is the leading referrer to the Elastos website. In turn,
Elastos is the main referrer to the Cyber Republic. Our goal is to create a news website
specifically for the Cyber Republic but also for crypto and technology in general that acts as a
major gateway directly to the Cyber Republic (and to Elastos).

When August rolls around and the full CR is launched, we want to be established as the most
influential grass-roots community organization of the CR. We will be asking for a lot of trust at
this point, but by then the community will knowwell whowe are and what we are capable of, and
we are betting that our impact will benefit the entire ecosystem to such an extent that we
become unquestionably one of themost important cogs in the ecosystem.

Finally,what is a fun fact about yourself that we’d never guess just by looking at you?

Oh, there’s too much ridiculousness that I could mention--but as a constantly touring pole
dancer, I have around 20,000 followers at this point, which is not really a lot (or little, either), but
it’s enough to sustainme traveling to just about any country I want to visit and also get paid for it,
which is one of the coolest things I never thought I’d be able to say.
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SUPERNODES
By JeremyG.

Sunny Feng Han’s Supernode *New*

Sunny Feng Han, co-founder of Elastos, is also running a supernode announced here:
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/OMxOPHS4GKTqua1mXt0YJw

Sunny, aside from his work in Elastos, is the Founder of MIT IDE Blockchain Pillar Foundation, an
Instructor at Tsinghua University’s iCenter, Secretary General of Asian Blockchain DACA
(DistributedAutonomous Coalition ofAsia), Leading Editor of the books, “Blockchain, Blueprint of
a New Economy”, “Blockchain Development and Examples”, “Blockchain: Quantum Wealth”, etc.
He’s also the Course Designer ofTsinghua University’s graduate course series,“Cyber Intelligence
Economics and Blockchain”.

DHGSupernode *New*

The DHG Super Node has just announced its participation in the DPoS elections. The person in
charge of the DHG Super Node is Dahuang Ge. He is a private investor in the early days of the
company.The DHG node “dares to do, and stick to the same personality.” It’s electionmanifesto is,
“Building a Community and Building Insight”.

Ruolon Supernode *New*

RUOLON Node is comprised of three members with similar interests in the Elastos Ecosystem.A
statement from the team: “The RUOLAN node will, as always, closely follow the Elastos project to
realize a safe, credible, and decentralized Internet dream. A generation of Internet people will
continue to face the dream of success!” RUOLON Node has also announced a new Supernode
Alliance that proposes a “cross-reciprocal investment solution” for voters and nodes.

They hope to achieve a votingmechanism that includes independent nodes that are capable of co-
prosperity and symbiosis. Check out the Supernode campaign alliance website here:
http://ruolan.org/e-lm/lianmeng.html

Shijui TV Supernode *New*

Shijui TV has recently announced their campaign to run a Supernode, joining other ecosystem
partners such as Viewchain, ioeX,Hyper,DMA andmore.
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ELAlliance (Formerly theDPoSNode RightsAlliance) *Updated*

ELAlliance has been covered extensively in previous issues of the CRWeekly Newsletter.
https://blog.cyberrepublic.org/2019/02/25/weekly-report-february-25-2019/
https://blog.cyberrepublic.org/2019/03/05/weekly-report-march-3-2019/

They are now recruiting 24 node candidates (up to 30 in the case of a large applicant pool,
down from the original 36) and voters. ELAlliance is not an exclusive alliance,meaning that
node candidates of ELAlliance can also bemembers of other alliances as long as they

comply with the rules set by ELAlliance.The reason for the reduction of the number of node
candidates is that it allows voters to vote for 12 candidates outside theAlliance while

casting all 24 votes to the those inside theAlliance to enjoy the greatest rewards.They hope
to be flexible for both candidates and voters to join the ELAlliance whose aims are to benefit
ELA holders who cannot obtain reward directly from the DPoS elections and prevent the

potential dominance of whales.

Currently there are 22 node candidates filled, and communitymembers are invited to apply.
They have recently release their website (in Chinese) and will have the English version very

soon.

Website:www.elalliance.net/
WeChat: League_of_Elastos

International Decentralized ElastosAlliance (IDEA) *Updated*

A number of supernode candidates have come together to form International
Decentralized ElastosAlliance. Due to concerns about over-centralization, they hope to be

a clear example of full decentralization.

At themoment, the countries represented are: Scandinavia (Elastos Scandinavia),
Switzerland (Elate.CH), France (Orion), Russia (Northern Lights),Thailand (Thai ElaDev),

China (Tyro Lee),US (Houston and Starfish), Italy (Vitruvian Node),Austria-US-Morocco-New
Zealand-England-Germany-Belgium (Enter Elastos Node,Hyper), and France-US-Canada

(Wild Strawberries Node).

ThisAlliance believes that the perfect DPoS network is when there is distribution of nodes in
at least five continents and twenty countries,which they will try to guarantee as an alliance.

Any node that is against centralization is welcome to join.

ElastosNodes.com

ElastosNodes.com is led by David Schwartz, a full stack engineer at Nash Exchange andCity
of Zion contributor. David has degrees fromUCBerkeley and Columbia University and is a

big fan of Elastos!
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While David’s work is at Nash, themanagement of the nodes is not related to Nash in any
professional capacity.

ElastosNodes.com’s first initiative in the Elastos ecosystemwill be to host up to 5 supernodes.
While the initial goal of ElastosNodes.com is supporting the signing of blocks packaged by

miners, down the line, they will be evaluating other opportunities to support and develop the
Elastos ecosystem.

For further information or questions, please visit www.elastosnodes.comor connect via email
at elastosnodes@gmail.com

ViewChain

ViewChain announced its participation in the Elastos DPoS Node Election.ViewChain is one of
the world's largest decentralized storage networks with nearly 600million users worldwide. Its
management team highly recognizes the unique concept of the future development of the
next generation Internet by Elastos, as well as its ability in R&D of peer-to-peer distributed
trusted Internet operating system.Therefore,ViewChain became one of the first ecological

partners of Elastos at the beginning of 2018.

By the end of 2018,ViewChain began to implement ELA commercialization for its own users in
Myanmar.Users can obtain ELA by completing various tasks in the digital wallet, and can also
use the acquired ELA to participate in the lottery and getmobile phone airtime. 150,000 users
received ELAwithin amonth. In March 2019, themobile gamewith the built-in ELAwallet has
also been available.Users can exchange the ELA in the wallet for the game currency, leading to
faster growth of the user base.At present, there are already accumulated 500,000Myanmar
mobile phone users who have registered ELAwallets and own ELA.The daily active ELA

transactions have exceeded 15,000.

ViewChain plans to introduce ELA as a user incentive and paymentmethod inmore Internet
applications in addition to lottery,win-loss, andmobile games, and they will help Elastos to

jointly build the next generation Internet.

Details on their Supernode rewards and setup are yet to be released.

Orion *IDEAMember*

TheOrion supernode is composed of two brothers from the country of France.Here is the
dedicated statement they'vemade for the community:

“We are two brothers who fell in love with the vision of Rong Chen.We discovered Elastos with
the first video of Blockchain Brad andwe never quit following the project since then.

Ourmission is to run a node in France andwe've decided to call it Orion for three reasons :

1.Whenwewere young,we used to live on a boat with our family. The boat was named “Orion”.

2.Orion is a prominent constellation located on the Celestial Equator and visible throughout
the world.This symbolizes our vision of decentralization.
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3.Orion inmythology is a hunter who can defeat anything.This is our vision of a ELA Supernode
that’s here to protect.

Wewill use a French cloud calledOVH.We plan to stay in France in order to be themost
decentralized solution we can offer for the time being.We do not look for enormous profit and
we are attached to the idea of rewarding the community and participating in the ecosystem in a
sustainable way.Therefore we are part of the International Decentralized ElastosAlliance (IDEA).

Concerning communications,wewill put in place an email address withMedium.You can use
the email address to contact us.Wewill publish an article onMedium two times a year on Elastos
and the developments in France.We have no democratic power as a node but we can use that
exposure to talk about the developments of Elastos in France.We hope this exposure can be
useful in order tomake the French information available to the world.We also think turnover is
necessary in the DPoS supernode area.Wewould like to think with Elastonians about howwe can

work towardsmore decentralization.We believe everybody should own ELA.”

Starfish Node *IDEAMember*

Meet the Starfish Supernode.They are comprised of eagermembers of the Cyber Republic from
NorthAmerica and Europe.The following is amessage from the team:

“The Starfish Supernode is a group of 5members from the U.S. and the U.K.who support the
vision of Elastos and are eager to be a cog in the upcoming smart web.Our poolmembers have
backgrounds in information technology, engineering, product innovation andmanagement,

system administration, and digital forensics.Over time,we hope tomature into a trusted entity
within the Elastos ecosystem.

“We chose the starfish as our logo as it embodies a decentralized network.Much like the open
system proposed by the Cyber Republic, a starfish has no head and therefore no central point of
control. Instead, a starfish’s organs are duplicated in each arm. If a starfish is bisected, it will

regenerate into two starfish.

“The system can be altered, but not destroyed. It is in thismanner that we believe Elastos can
survive and thrive.Much like the starfish, our slogan, ‘Strength in distribution’, encapsulates all
we stand for.Accordingly, themembers of the pool have agreed to limit our organization to a
single supernode in an effort to spread the network consensus duties amongst asmany

independent parties as possible.The team plans to run a two to three server configuration on a
major cloud provider (AWS,Azure,Vultr, etc.) with amigration plan in place in the event of

extraordinary circumstances such as corporate or government censorship.

“We intend to provide percentage-based voter incentives competitive withmarket rates and we
will reward voter loyalty. In the early stages, any profits awarded to us will be used to pay

operational expenses and reinvested into future projects that we have planned to support the
Elastos ecosystem and the Cyber Republic.The goal is tomake the Starfish organizationmore
than just a supernode pool.We hope to be able tomarket ourselves through these projects in

addition to our website (under construction) and social media outlets
(t.me/starfish_supernode).”
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Alliance Block Supernode *IDEAMember*

Introducing theAlliance Block Supernode.Alliance Block is a decentralized, smart, and
sustainable platform for the new age of Investment Banking. In order to learnmore about their

company and updates on their Supernode status, please visit:

Twitter (@allianceblock),Telegram (@allianceblock),Website (Allianceblock.io), Reddit
(https://www.reddit.com/r/Allianceblock/),Medium (https://medium.com/@allianceblock)

Their ICOPC community channel hasmore than 500 privatemembers with high profiles,most of
which are CR and Elastos supporters.Alliance Block with be hosting their Supernode viaAWS
Cloud.The team is composed of four people, three of which have experience working at

companies such as Barclays, JPMorgan, and PostNP.Here is a statement by the team regarding
their mission statement of hosting a Supernode in the Cyber Republic ecosystem:

“AllianceBlock is an ecosystem of investment. Wewant to build the foundation of investment
banking 2.0 through decentralization.We can bringmore awareness about Elastos and the CR,
onboard partners to our ecosystem,bring new investors, decentralize social networks, even

create an E-learning platformwith podcasts and streaming video that the CR could participate in
to educate others about Elastos, too.”

Elate.CH

Elate.CH is a group from Switzerlandmade up of inspired enthusiasts of the Cyber Republic and
Elastos.You can follow themon their website: Elate.CH or on their Telegram:@Elatech.

The following is a statement written by the groupwhich covers what they are offering:“Elate.ch
was established as an enthusiastic pool of people sharing their common vision of a new Internet:
the Internet we deserve.We’ve been enchanted by Elastos since its establishment, and we fully
support the vision brought forward by the Elastos Foundation and the CR. Wewant to offer our

contribution by running a DPoS supernodewithin the rising Elastos ecosystem.

“We’ll be hosting our node from Switzerland.We are fine-tuning our reward formula, but voters
can anticipate a better reward to early voters. We aim to position ourselves amongst other
leaders in regards to revenue shared with our voting community. Let’s connect! I'mGabriele,
founder of Elate.ch and an enthusiastic entrepreneur that co-founded Dexlab.io, a blockchain

venture with themission tomake the decentralised economy accessible to anyone. Be Elated to
see the Elastos ecosystem blossom before your eyes!”

Elaphant Supernode

MeetWiktor, the brains behind the Elaphant Supernode.Wiktor's been involved with Elastos for
about a year now.Hewas the lead developer on the Cyber Republic website until recently. His
Supernodewill be located in the EU along with a second one in NorthAmerica. Initially, the
Supernodewill be cloud-based, butWiktor plans tomigrate quickly to other solutions when

needed.

He has experience in running servers as well as support from a friend who's also an experienced
developer.Wiktor is planning to adopt a shared profit model, but the details are still being

worked out.TheWebpage is in beta, but it is operational at: elaphant.org.Wiktor believes that the
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logical function of the node is to actively contribute to the ecosystem.Here's Elaphant’s
philosophy on helping the CR grow:“Contribution to the ecosystem, and the ultimate

(inevitable) success of Elastos is--and will always be--the driving force behind our decisions.”

Northern Lights *IDEAMember*

The Northern Lights Supernode has threemembers from the Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus.
Northern Lights plans on hosting its Supernode on their own high-efficiency server based in

Belarus.Here is a written statement by the team:“We are active people in social media and some
of usmanage well-known telegram groups such as bit.game, fishchain, and of course the Elastos
Russia telegram group.Having the advantage of being heard,we can disseminate information

easily and help the Elastos ecosystem grow faster and becomemore decentralized.

“We are going to create social media resources in Russian such asTwitter,Medium,our own
website in order to promote the Supernode, bring the huge Russian-speaking audience together,

and shedmore light on the future of Elastos. In addition to social activity,we have a strong
technical backgroundwith an enthusiastic and experienced sysadmin on our team.As for sharing
rewards with voters,we are not going to stand out amongst others;we want to be fair with the
community and wewill abide by the average rewards.We call ourselves Northern Lights because
everyonewho has ever seen this unique nature phenomenonwould never forget it.We believe in
love at first sight because of the unique phenomenon of technology that Elastos is. Northern

Lights - once seen, never forgotten.”

https://twitter.com/NSupernode?s=09

Tyro Lee *IDEAMember*

Tyro Lee, the creator of the Elastos English and ChineseTelegram
groups,will be running his own Supernode.Tyro has been an active
communitymember from day 1.He’s already created a website to

promote his Supernode.

He will also be promoting his SN onWechat (breathinsmog (Little
BlackWolf Tyro Lee)) andTwitter (@elastos_news (Just a Fan of
Elastos)).Tyro plans to host his node on the Huawei Cloud.Tyro is
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still figuring out the rewards for voters. Regarding his logo, it represents a wolf that is
“shouting to the sky of Elastos”.Tyro views this as a sign that we as a community are invincible
and successful. Here’s an excerpt of whatTyro says to the community on his website,“I joined
the Elastos community sinceAugust 2017, and I’ve been through somuchwith this project, I
believe in Elastos and I will continuously support it. I hope you can votemy Elastos super

node “TYROLEE”. Thanks for your vote!”

Noderators

The great ElastosTelegrammoderators have formed a Supernode group for the Elastos
Ecosystem.They will be creating a dedicated website to promote their Supernode and have
plans to create a separateTelegram group as well.The two Supernodes will be hosted on the

cloud. Please visit:

Telegram group (https://t.me/ElastosNoderators),Twitter (https://twitter.com/ElaNoderators),
Website (www.elastosnoderators.org)

Here is a statement from the group about their plans.“We are the Elastos Noderators!We are
a diverse group consisting of Elastosmoderators and teammembers, and with your help,we

plan to run at least one supernode.Our teammembers include:Gandhi,T.I., C00mbsie,
Pmhee555,Austrader,Murph,Multastoy, and of course KP.We are spread all around the world

in countries such as Finland, SouthAfrica,USA,Australia, Switzerland,Netherlands, and
Indonesia. If you have been active in the community, you likely know and have interacted with
all of us inmany instances.Asmany of you know,we are some of the biggest Elastos fans out
there, and we have been extremely devoted to this community for a long time.We absolutely

love interacting with this amazing community each and every day.Whether it be with
problems, concerns, or just dreaming of a new internet,we are committed to servicing this
community in any way possible.We feel that our strong belief and long term devoutness to
the Elastos project, along with our dedication to the Cyber Republic, is enough to guarantee
that we have the Elastos community’s best interests inmind when it comes to running a

supernode.The Noderators will uphold a pledge to run our supernodes with decentralization,
fairness, and the betterment of the Smart-Web inmind. By supporting us, you also support
various initiatives funded by the rewards that will directly benefit the Elastos ecosystem.A

more detailed plan andwebsite will be revealed at a later date.We hope to run one supernode
in Europe/Africa and another supernode in NorthAmerica.”

ELAChat

The team behind the peer-to-peer chat dApp,“ELA Chat” has formed their own Supernode
group. Please check out their website (https://ela.chat/) andTelegram (@elachat) for any

updates on the project and their Supernode.Here is their statement:“The infrastructure of
ElaChat was powered by Elastos, and therefore wewould like to have greater contribution to
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the development of Elastos.We hope to become one of the 36 nodes and contribute to the long-
term development of Elastos.There are currently 4members in the team andwewant to recruit

moremembers for ElaChat R&D. ElaChat is an open-source project and everyone can
contribute to its development via GitHub.At present, ElaChat has integrated the DID,Carrier
and SPV functions, allow authorization of necessary information for the use of third-party

applications.Third-party application can be embedded in the ElaChat, just likemini programs of
WeChat public accounts.Wewant a node to support the projects built on ElaChat ecosystem,
provide node DID service and smart contract service.We are considering the reward for

members who have voted for us andmore details will be released in the coming future.There
are always obstacles and hardship in a development of new technology, and Elastos is of no
exception.At present, Elastos has been exploring its ownway to realize its own value, and we

believe that there will bemore breakthroughs in the near future.”

Bitett

Bitett is a Chinesemedia outlet for blockchain.Check out their website here: (www.bitett.com).
Here is a written statement by the team,“As one of the earliest partners of Elastos, Bitett
believes in the vision of Elastos and the community governancemodel it introduces. In this
DPoS node election,we hope to be elected as one of the 36 active nodes, to contribute

ourselves inmaintaining the fairness of network security and consensusmechanisms, as well as
steady growth of Elastos in the long-run.Currently there are 4majormembers in Bitett node,
including operation and development. In the later stage of the DPoS node election,wewill
recruit community operatingmembers when needed.We have considered rewarding the
members who have voted for us andmore details will be released in the coming future.The
vision of Elastos has gradually been recognized by an increasing number of people. If you are a
fan of Elastos, and if you want to contribute to the development of Elastos, join us and vote for

us so that we can witness the greatmoment together.”

Bit.Game

“BIT.GAME is an important entrance to the blockchain game field for the Elastos.Through
participating in this DPoS election, BIT.GAME hopes thatmore communitymembers can

recognize the benefits that blockchain games bring to the Elastos ecosystem. If we are elected,
the node rewards will mainly be used to provide various ELA blockchain games with liquidity
through the Higgs network, and the rest is allocated to voting supporters.Themembers of the
BIT.GAME node are composed of the core teams of BIT.GAME, including:DingWang,Co-founder
of BIT.GAME, current CEO of GAEX.com andCo-founder of Higgs Network;Yundong Sun,Co-
founder of BIT.GAME, nowCEOof a game distribution platform (haowanba.com); Sally Gong,

Former Business Partner of Ontology (USA), currently co-founder of Higgs Network.

Thanks to the communitymembers for their support of BIT.GAME. In the past year,GAEX.com,
the world’s first blockchain game asset-trading platform,has successfully launched and

achieved a steady development with some in-depth cooperation with a number of excellent
blockchain games,which are in turn brought onto the Elastos ecosystem. I hope that everyone
can paymore attention to these game projects, both in terms of investment potential and game

content, as their qualities are of leading position in the field.”

FishChain

“Elastos community should not be unfamiliar with ELAfish, or FishChain, as it is one of the very
first blockchain games that enables ELAmining.”
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Team:

“Eye worm”:Graduated from Peking University Life ScienceAcademy, themajor planner of
“Bubble Fish”, senior game system and numerical planning.

“Bear Crow”:Art Partner, graduated from Lu XunAcademy of FineArts and FrenchMJMArt
and Design Institute, the artistic director of “Bubble Fish”.

“Butterfly”:Technical Partner, obtainedMaster Degree from the Department of
Mathematics, Peking University, SeniorArchitect, proficient in blockchain technology and

traditional Internet technology.

“Jacky Cheung”: Executive Director,“Bubble Fish” Business and Public Relations Officer,
years of experience in gaming product operations.

“Light”:Director of Operations, responsible for the operation of “Bubble Fish”,many years
of experience inmedia operations.

“Hong16”:Art Director, graduated from theAcademy of FineArts of Tsinghua University,
the creator of “Bubble Fish”.

“Whitehead Scholar”:Technical Director, Server and Blockchain,withmany years of
experience in large-scale online game development and artificial intelligence

development.

“Jelly”: Product Director, chief programmer of client side,withmany years of experience
in webmobile game and securities trading software client development.”

ioEx

Recently, the Elastos ecosystem partner, ioeX, has announced that they will be running a
Supernode as a part of the Elastos DPoSConsensus.

Wefilmchain

Wefilmchain is an ecosystem partner of Elastos who seeks to provide a decentralized
media production and distribution channel for small producers.Their plan is to host the
SN via a cloud service likeAWS or GCP per Elastos Supernode specs recommendation.
They are still in discussions about hosting two nodes, one in the U.S.A and one in Canada.
The following is a statementmade by the team: "Wefilmchain, a developer within the
Elastos Community, intends to support a supernodewith their qualified development
team.Rewards will be shareable with contributors on a regular basis.The team plans on
utilizing and contributing toward an open source solution that the whole community can
use so contributors are properly incentivized and can view data in a simple way. Future

enhancementsmight include rewards for participants hostingmusic or video files for the
Dapp that we are creating.We value transparency, creativity, and education.We have
strong ties to entertainment and content creation communities and look forward to
educating and reaching out to those groups to spread the word about the Elastos

Ecosystem and the profound value and potential that it holds for ever-growing global
market."
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Hyper Supernode *IDEAMember*

The creators of Hyper.IM and Hyper Connect will be running their own supernode. It will be
hosted onAWS cloud servers in Germany.As far as divvying up rewards, the Hyper team looks
to align with the average of other nodes and also,“As CR tasks have been paused,we plan to
bring them back by sharing rewards with contributors and keeping voters updated about
achievements by communitymembers. By sharing rewards with voters as well as to

contributors to the Elastos ecosystem,we hope to growwith the community. The rest will be
invested towardmarketing HyperMessenger.” They will market their supernode through a

dedicated website and their various social media outlets.

Peter Strauss of Hyper has also decided to help create a script for all Supernodes in order to
automate the distribution of rewards to voters and teammembers. Readmore about his work

here:

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/voter-reward-payout-script-for-dpos-nodes/753/

Elastos Scandinavia *IDEAMember*

This group is from the Scandinavian region.Check out their Telegram (@elascand) with their
website coming soon at Elastosscandinavia.org.A groupmember has provided amission

statement:

“We are looking to provide Elastos with increased stability, diversity, and speed by operating
the supernodewith highly skilled people, physically located in a country with stable

infrastructure with our own servers in Sweden.We have an experienced sysadmin hopefully
joining our team shortly. Elastos Scandinavia plans to hold our cost as low as possible without
any loss of quality. In this way we can stay solvent longer, keeping the SN alive and giving back
higher rewards to the community. First, the reward will go to paying for the cost of running
the SN. Next, to prove our quality,we plan to givemost–if not all of our rewards–to the
community in the beginning. In this way,we are giving away our labor until the Elastos

community has built up trust and belief in Elastos Scandinavia as a quality SN.”

The team ismainly composed of developers and amember with a background in Electronics,
Embedded Systems, andMeasurement/Controlling Systems.

Enter Elastos *Updated* *IDEAMember*

Enter Elastos is a supernode group created by dedicatedmembers of the Cyber Republic like
Michael S.,Chris Mac,Chinicci,Dexter,Max,Adem,KenNinja, and JeremyGwho are well-
known throughout the community. What started as fivemembers quickly grew into twelve
because,“With a fewmore heads put together,we found that we could build something really

great.”

Their mission is to run three Supernodes (SN) with a very fair reward and highly competitive
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distribution that’s primary purpose is to contribute to the ecosystem in a sustainable way.They
unveiled this sharingmodel in last week’s update. It was titled,“The SwordMethod” and is a fair

method of scaling rewards distribution to voters.

The three SN’s will be namedCallisto,Ganymede, andTitan, after the biggestmoons in the Solar
System, and each nodewould be run in a different continent as the team is composed ofmembers
from several countries:U.S.A.,Morocco,New Zealand, England,Germany,Austria, and Belgium. This
will ensure diverse distribution of the Supernodes. In terms of developing a script to streamline the
payouts, there are experienced coders and programmers in the pool that will take care of this code
and ensure that it’s 100% conducted through smart contracts and scripts. They are also considering

using the open-sourced script by Strauss after its development. Also, prominent CRmember
Michael S. has a personal Supernode called the Houston Node (TIDAMember) that he’s hoping to
run from his hometown in Houston,Texas, and he looks forward to contributing to the DPoS

Consensus.

https://t.me/EnterElastos, https://twitter.com/ELA_Supernode

Vitruvian Node *IDEAMember*

A teamof 10 Elastos enthusiasts are looking to run a Supernode based out of Italy.The Supernode
will be run by one of the teammember’s in-house servers.Teammember Damiano explains how the
team plans to divvying up rewards to voters:“Our pool has 10 participants, all with different quotas.
Therefore, every decision will be divided according to the percentage of entry.Our strategy will vary

a lot.The focal point will always be to reward voters in themost appropriate way possible.”

The team plans on utilizing an open source solution that the whole community can use when it
becomes available. Damiano is very active on social media as hemanages several groups with

around 20kmembers; he is the admin of Elastos Italia.With his active channels and social outreach,
the team feels very confident that they will promote their supernode effectively.This group
prioritizes transparency and communication with the community and looks to act in the best

interests of the Cyber Republic ecosystem. Please check out theVitruvian Supernode's Twitter here:
https://twitter.com/VitruvianNode

TheWild Strawberries Node *IDEAMember*
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This is a diversified group of 12members who are looking to run three nodes in the U.S.A.The
members are geographically decentralized, you can find them in U.S.A,Canada, France,
Netherlands, the United Kingdom&Australia.The team states,“We intend to set up cloud
servers and transition into our own dedicated servers.Their incentives or as they like to call
them (Berry Rewards) will be very generous at start for voters and will follow an inflationary
model like Elastos.TheWild Strawberry Super-Nodes have the primary objective to secure the
network at all costs.Their secondary objective is to develop and connect the Elastos Ecosystem
through variousmeans. Like wild strawberries,we intend to grow and develop everywhere,
technical or social, because we consider the two elements necessary for a working elastic &

evolving network.Our vision is wild, like us.

The 6 valuesThe Strawberry Super Nodes stands for:

Empathy - Genuine human interaction,Grit - Results come frommistakes, Patience - Because
fast and good don’t coexist in perfection,Community - Only together could we create

something great, Stability - A secure network a strong team,Openness - Because transparency
builds trust

Follow the Strawberry SuperNodes on their official social media channels:

Website : https://strawberrysupernodes.com/, E-mail : Strawberrysupernodes@gmail.com,
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Wild_Supernodes,Telegram:

https://t.me/WildStrawberrySupernodes

TI’s ELANews Supernode

The community’s very ownTelegram administrator “T.I.” will be running his own Supernode. It
will be run on a cloud service system likeAWS.T.I. is the sole contributor to the ELA News

website and is very passionate about dedicating his time to the community.

T.I. says this about rewards:“ELA News has been run andmaintained solely bymyself without any
funding. I wish to expand ELA Newswithmore content through funding from the supernode
rewards as I do not have somuch time onmy hands.However, I hope to distribute rewards
according tomarket expenses, or perhaps slightly under that to cover running the node and

expanding ELA News at the same time. ELA News has a dedicated readership, and I hope readers
will supportmy vision”.

T.I will be looking for an open source script that all communitymembers can use for
distributing rewards to voters.He will have a dedicated page on ELA News for DPoS, and his

Supernodewill bemarketed through the ELA NewsTwitter account.

T.I. has these final words,“I hope for ELA News to be the best resource for the community to be
kept abreast of everything Elastos.Make sure to follow us on ourTwitter page :
twitter.com/elanewsnet and continue reading elanews.net. Sincerely,T.I.”

DMA’s Supernode

Another prominent communitymember looking to run a Participant Supernode is Brian from
the DMA project. He shares his thought process in hosting a node andwhat their prerogative
will be for the community:“This is clearly a very important step for the Elastos infrastructure
and community, so we decided to have an internal discussion of the qualifications needed to
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run an elected Supernode.

“We feel it is very important to have the technical background or have very strong tech support. It
looks like the hardware requirement isn’t too complicated, but the quality of service is very

important to keep the node up and running at a good level.My teammembers feel they aremore
than capable of doing it because they are working on our cloud services anyway, and are able to
quicklymonitor and fix problems in a timelymanner.This convincedme thatmaybewe could, in

fact, run onewith confidence.

“We don’t want to just run the elected node and profit by ourselves. It must be shareable. So the
plan is simple and direct: Share the earnings with all contributors on a regular basis.Tomake the
sharing completely fair,we can write the script to put the incentive plan in the code, and have

people put their trust in the code, not the human.

“We also need to create some tools to let each contributor view the data easily.The incentive
model can be designed based onmultiple factors. Since we are the team that built DMA,we have a
very strong technical background to build such a script and run it in a fair way.Otherwise,wewill

not only lose the node, but also lose the reputation of one of the important ecosystem
contributors.

“Last but not least, the node service should be expandable.We can putmore add-value services on
to the servers behind the node. For example, theremight be a personal cloud disk service,DMA-
powered extended business-stub service, etc. It can be continuously working along the basic node
service the team can offer.All these services can be hosted by any elected node if they want.The
earnings can be combinedwith the basic node service income.Thus, the earning of running such

value-added services will be the additional share to the node supporters and contributors.

“Of course, the profit share programwill be placed in the code.This is the way to bring inmore
services around the node and let the ecosystem application grow, letting every supporter benefit
from such economic growth. I’d like to share these thoughts with the community. I believe this can

also be points for other participants to consider.”

The team is reaching out to the community through all relevant social media outlets and is
considering the creation of a website for the group’s candidacy. If interested, they invite

communitymembers to join their node.You can reach the team at supernode@elastosdma.org.
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Summary
Watch an update of the LastWeek’s Update byAmos here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVkuwumzGMA

Here is the latest ElastosWeekly Update:
https://medium.com/elastos/elastos-weekly-updates-15-june-2018-5c7be337215c

We have a new Cyber Republic Documentation site with relevant introductory information
about the Cyber Republic, including the constitution, voting and proposals, and leadership.
Check it out here:
https://www.cyberrepublic.org/docs/#/overview/intro

Project Updates

Cyber RepublicWebsite
Main Project Repo: https://github.com/cyber-republic/CyberRepublic
GitActivity and Updates
Please refer to the timeline described on this article formore info:
https://blog.cyberrepublic.org/2018/12/27/important-cyber-republic-announcement

If you are a developer interested in working with the CR or Elastos, here’s a form you can fill
out: https://goo.gl/forms/pvzDYMsVEs10s6U72

If you have any content you’d like to submit to our writing (or social media) team,please email
us at our new contact email:
press@cyberrepublic.org
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ChineseCommunityActivities

By Joel

Summary of community supernodes for Elastos DPoS election

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/jgj7aFV18ghFcCofmfW06Q

Elastos Hebei community announced to participate in Supernode election

http://elastosnews.com/?p=5133

Elastos strategic partner Shijiu-TV announced to participate in Supernode election

http://elastosnews.com/?p=5108

ELAruolanwebsite for Elastos Supernode election goes live

http://elastosnews.com/?p=5121

Elastos co-founder Sunny Feng announced to participate in Supernode election

http://elastosnews.com/?p=5115

ELATalk ▏ ElastosAUXPoW+DPoS consensusmechanism

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/i0IOEJuwqH6cJ4p-mfRryg

Shijun Song, Elastos Ecosystem Director, shared with the community of HashFuture. Mr. Song
spoke on the significance of having Elephant wallet in the Elastos ecosystem. Elephant wallet
embeds Elastos DID in it and helps users to organise their DIDs.

Elephant users can transfer data and assets in different applications with the use of DID. These
assets are not only tokens, but also electronic books, music, videos as well as personal privacy
and consumer data. Different applications include TV boxes, overseas apps, and apps by
HashFuture. Elephant is developing businesses in e-commerce and insurance, and users could
get free insurance by clicking on the insurance page; it has already hit its max cap, and it
demonstrates the utility of the elephant wallet.

Elephant wallet will cooperate with HashFuture andwill include its products in the Explore
page.

Website of LianBaoWu: https://lianbaowu.com/

International Community
Activities
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Community
Shout Out!

Houston Supernode has created this infographic on Elastos.
https://twitter.com/Elastos_Houston/status/1117138738059071493
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CR ForumHighlights
ByYY

For those who are too busy to visit our CR forum regularly,
we’ve summarized some of the popular topics for this week:

IDEA -The International Decentralised ElastosAlliance

Our CR communitymember “chinicci007” created a topic to introduce the background and
purpose of this alliance.This is a group of people who believe in decentralisation, and by
creating this alliance, they want to strengthen the Elastos DPoS network by spreading the
supernodes across 5 continents and at least 20 countries. IDEA’smissions as an alliance
include incentivising people to create their own nodewith their own teams, fostering
quality, long-term relationships betweenmembers of the Cyber Republic, and acting as a
bridge between the western and eastern supernodes.Meanwhile, our CR InterimCouncil
Member, Zhang Feng (also known as “summer98”) has shared his belief that the right
direction for alliances should be a discussion between each other how to do a better job for
nodes,maintain credibility, openness, and transparency of blockchains. If you would like to
find outmore about IDEA team,please click the following link:

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/idea-the-international-decentralized-elastos-alliance/970/4

New Elastos FoundationTeam:Developer ExperienceTeam (DX)

If you have read our CR report last week,, youmay already know that this new team consists
of four well known leaders and developers in our CR community, namely:Donnie Bullers,
Jimmy Lipham,Martin Knight, and Kiran Pachhai.DX team is a newly formed Elastos
Foundation (EF) team that will bring focus to the developer’s experience, including
attracting, converting and retaining developers. EF is determined to attract talented
developers enmass asmembers of both Elastos and Cyber Republic understand well that
talented developers are key to success. If you are interested in this topic, please readmore
at the link below:

https://link.medium.com/ci7s4TqFIV .Alternatively, youmay visit our topic at the following
link:

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/new-elastos-foundation-team-developer-experience-team-
dx/977

HyperMessenger iOS BetaAvailable

As youmay be aware,HyperMessenger is an easy to use, intuitive, and peer-to-peer chat
application powered by Elastos. Following the release ofAndroid Beta version in January
2019, Peter Strauss has created his topic to announce that iOS Beta version is now available!
You can download the app at the following link. Please note thatAppleTestFlight app is
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required to enable updates: https://testflight.apple.com/join/skojiwxw

If you are usingApple devices, please show your support by downloading the dApp and liking
the topic:

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/hyper-messenger-ios-beta-available/987

dApp idea thread

This is not a new topic but we’re revisiting it as there are several new dApp ideas proposed for
discussion. Some of the interesting ideas for dApp are: decentralised professional translation
platform tomotivate better professional translators, decentralising quality air, and creating a
multiplayer gamewheremultiple people can play against each other with the option of betting
their crypto assets. If you like their ideas or you have your own good ideas to share with us,
please visit the following link:

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/dapp-idea-thread/342/14

Roles of Cyber Republic (Consensus/Nodes/Council)

We have highlighted this topic in our previous CRweekly report.This topic is getting active
responses from the community and one of the important points discussed is whether there
are already people waiting to be elected as CR council members as well as the requirements to
become one.Clarence Liu has responded that the process has not been released yet and the
election should be open to the public.Another question from the community was who are the
12 CRC supernodes andwhether their information will bemade public. Kiran Pachhai has
responded that the 12 CRC supernodes aremanaged by the interim council members,most
specifically, the secretariat teamwhich is lead by Rebecca Zhu at themoment. If you are
interested in this topic, please click the following link:

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/roles-of-cyber-republic-concensus-nodes-council/553/5
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Topic highlights
Check out these hot topics to see if there is anything that you can
contribute to, or simply express your thoughts to helpmake the

forum a truly vibrant community.

Top NewTopics

IDEA - The International Decentralised ElastosAlliance

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/idea-the-international-decentralized-elastos-alliance/970/4

New Elastos FoundationTeam:Developer ExperienceTeam (DX)

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/new-elastos-foundation-team-developer-experience-team-dx/977

HyperMessenger iOS BetaAvailable

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/hyper-messenger-ios-beta-available/987

dApp idea thread

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/dapp-idea-thread/342/14

Roles of Cyber Republic (Consensus/Nodes/Council)

https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/roles-of-cyber-republic-concensus-nodes-council/553/5
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MostActiveTopics (in terms of number of views and replies)

Hyper.im – Peer-to-Peer InstantMessenger
https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/hyper-im-peer-to-peer-instant-messenger/289

Marketing & awareness of Elastos &TheCyber Republic
https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/marketing-awareness-of-elastos-the-cyber-republic/102/8

Bi-weekly livestreamwith Rong Chen
https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/bi-weekly-livestream-with-rong-chen/107/7

Supernode Pool Recruitment andQ&A
https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/supernode-pool-recruitment-and-q-a/648/25

Hyper.im – Beta now available
https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/hyper-im-beta-now-available/348/15

dApp idea thread
https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/dapp-idea-thread/342/12

Voter Reward Payout Script for DPoS Nodes
https://forum.cyberrepublic.org/t/voter-reward-payout-script-for-dpos-nodes/753/13
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Glossary
A growing list of Terms and their definitions

Elastos HiveCluster: a decentralized File Storage Service that based on IPFS
cluster.

Elastos React Native: a Javascript framework for developing dapps, similar to
Trinity’s Ionic framework, but native toAndroid and iOS. Formore information:

Elastos Sidechain: a scaling solution that utilizes parallel blockchains to themain
chain in order decrease transaction congestion on themain chain.

Elastos Runtime: the environment that code can run on, like an encyclopedia or a
library about a newworld in which digital assets are run under the blockchain.

Elastos Private Net: a private developer environment for local app testing on the
Elastos Blockchain and Sidechains.

DPoS: Delegate Proof of Stake is amethod of finding blockchain consensus in
which specificmachines (delegates) are trusted with the power to verify
transactions. These delegates are voted in by the community.

Elastos DID: An Elastos sidechain that can be integrated with any other sidechain
on Elastos. Its function is to provide a unique identity to a user and to store that
user’s data in a secure, decentralized, and provable way.

MergedMining:Mining two blockchains at the same timewithout any additional
resource consumption. This allows a smaller blockchain to “piggyback” the power
of a larger chain and leverage the security of its hash power. In Elastos’ case, the
larger chain is Bitcoin.

DDoSAttack:Distributed Denial of Service--An attack thatmakes an online service
dysfunctional by overwhelming it with traffic frommultiple sources.
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Feel free to give us comments with concerns, questions, and suggestions (or
praises), for theCyber Republic.

Press@cyberrepublic.org

JOIN USON
Telegram- https://t.me/elastosgroup
Reddit- https://www.reddit.com/r/CyberRepublic/
GitHub- https://github.com/cyber-republic
Youtube- https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjHthS-zJr0axZF5Iw8En-w
Discord- https://discordapp.com/invite/UG9j6kh
Instagram- https://www.instagram.com/cyberrepublic/
Twitter- https://twitter.com/cyber__republic
LinkedIn- https://www.linkedin.com/company/cyber-republic/
Facebook- https://www.facebook.com/ElastosCyberRepublic
Medium- https://medium.com/@CyberRepublic
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